
 

 

New InterForm features in version 2009 
 

Requirement 

InterForm400 version 2009 requires OS/400 V5R3M0 or higher 

 

Installation 

● iASP (Independent Auxiliary Storage Pool) systems are now supported 
○ InterForm400 can only be installed on one ASP. 
○ Subsystems and job queues must be placed in a library inside the 

system. 
○ asp. (Change via configuration). 
○ ASP can be specified in the new RSTLIBPC tool. 

● QDLS is no longer used.  
○ Substitutions: /apf3812Home/work, /apf3812Home/view and 

/apf3812Home/PTFs  
○ Remember use only 8.3 format when saving spooled files to older 

IF400 versions. 
○ System directory entries are no longer needed 
○ Extension .if1 is added to the saved spooled file â€“unless you wrote 

it. 
● Autoconfigure: Configuration will be filled out with the most probable 

values. New install: New file set named as user and the current user get 
access to it.  

● Swiftview now installs on alternative drive than â€™Câ€™. 
○ Setup in IF400 configuration â€“ global 

● InterForm400 subsystems can now be renamed and you can use a 
different library for the subsystem descriptions. 

○ If you only need renaming: Place the new description in APF3812. 
○ Handy for the customer running up to 2000 printers.. ;-) 

● Start the other subsystems with AUTO_FORM (or whatever it is called ;-)) 



○ => Only one entry in IPL program is needed 
● The Designer 

○ New graphics and links 
○ Remap window are locked for changes 
○ Minor bugs are fixed.  

● The number of objects in APF3812NEW is now checked to ensure a full 
restore during update/install.  

● The codepage of the Auto_Form output queue is now used when 
archiving in InterArchive400. Previously it always used the system 
codepage 

 

Image Formats 

● The image handling now includes full JPEG support in both PCL and 
PDF Note that the import of JPEG images into InterForm400 can take a 
little longer than when importing BMP and TIFF images. &&IMG *COLOR 
can also include JPEG files for PCL output . (Resulting PCL output will 
include an equivalent BMP file â€“ so they can be a bit large..) 

● AFPDS spooled files can now be used as input for InterForm400. 
Previously they were not supported because of limitations of the CPYSPLF 
command. The text in the AFPDS spool files will be used and all other 
graphical elements will be ignored similar to what you see with DSPSPLF . 

● Now you can include an image in the PDF result that fills out the result to 
the edge of the paper. It is moved to the right into the printable area in 
the PCL result, if it too far to the left. A margin of 57 pels is reserved in PCL. 
If you previously placed an image with a distance of less than this from the 
left edge of the paper, you will notice that the image in the PDF resultis 
moved to the left compared to the PCL result, which will remain 
unchanged after upgrading to a 2009 version.  

● The properties of the generated PDF files now contains the real physical 
size of the paper/media (e.g. 297x210 mm for the size A4). Previously the 
margins were deducted.  

 

Tools 

● Attention/Escape function to activate commands/programs that will get 
information of the current screen via the commands STRSCNATN and 
WRKSCNDFN. Can work with screens/applications for which there are no 
source.  

● Rotate an overlay via F5=Service in InterForm400. Inserted last year, but 
not documented. 

● The command WRKMAILLOG is now also added to the IF400 
Administration menu. 



● The feed control values, *WEBLABEL and *MARKLABEL are now also 
possible on the MRGSPLFZPL command as they are on the InterForm400 
menu.  

 

E-Mail 

● You can subset the list of output queues monitored by InterForm400 via 
F15=Subset in the InterForm400 menu. You can specify an exact library or 
write a text that the description must contain in order to be listed. 

● Sorting and splitting of Unicode spooled files are now also supported. A 
new Unicode format for user exit programs have been added (format=4). 

● The option in Auto Forms Control to copy a spooled file can now create 
the new spooled file owned by a different user profile than the original. 
Normally the processed spooled files are owned by the same user as the 
original spooled file. This can be useful if you want to prevent end users 
from deleting the spooled files e.g. before they are archived. 

● The drawer of the original spooled files are now copied over to the new 
sorted spooled files when using the sort definition. 

 

Documentation 

● Not all functions are supported for InterWord400 spooled files. Sort, Split 
and finishing definitions are not. This is now mentioned in the IF400 
manual.  

● The authority requirements for changing the job description for 
auto_form are: The user that does the change must be have: 

○ *OBJMGT authority for the jobd. 
○ *EXECUTE authority for the jobd.  
○ *READ authority for the jobd. 

● AFCOPER must have: 
○ *USE authority for the jobd. 
○ *EXECUTE authority for the jobd. 

● It is a good idea to break up the spooled file per a given value via a split 
exit program, but If you return a blank value for a spooled file attribute 
then the original value of the spooled file is used. That means that e.g. 
*STD could be returned for the form type if the exit program returns a 
blank for the form type.  

● Changed spooled file attributes are not reflected on the AFC execution 
â€“ unless you hold and release the spooled file. 

● If the customer seldomly restarts the Auto_Form subsystem then the 
OUTLOGP file can be quite large â€“ and the AFCSTART job will use a lot 
of time to go through it..  



● You only need GRTOBJAUT OBJ(QSECOFR) OBJTYPE(*USRPRF) 
USER(user profile) AUT(*ADD) in order to be able to change the owner of 
exit programs into QSECOFR as required â€“ unless the programs adopt 
authority from the owner. 

● All manuals are updated with a new Front page.  

 

InterExcel400 

● Supports very long spooled files â€“ new Sheets are added when 
necessesary. 

● Fully supports alternative drive per user. You do not need to manually 
change the bat files. 

 


